Abstract---
INTRODUCTION
ANY authors have investigated solar cell efficiency of grid connected PV systems under one sun intensity. The experiments were conducted on monocrystalline, multicrystalline and thin film solar panels by using natural sunlight and simulated lights. Even though researches in this area started decades ago, till date the researches combining solar simulator and solar panel are very few [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Researchers Shogo Kohraku and Kosuke Kurokawa for the first time used LED lights to measure the spectral response characteristics of solar cells [14] . The simplicity and low capital cost of the LED solar simulators favored further research into LED simulators. The Xenon and Halogen solar simulators consumed a lot of power and had shorter life period. These lamps provided satisfactory performance but the current consumption and shorter life periods were considerably disadvantageous for long term experimentations. Later they went a step further from their previous research and developed an LED solar simulator in their laboratory and [15] . The LED solar simulator was developed for a 100×100mm 2 solar cell with colors of blue, red, infrared and white. The total area of illumination was 205×205mm
2 from a height of 84mm.They measured the spectral response and I-V characteristics of solar cells in the range of 10mW/cm 2 . Their experiment proved that even a low intensity light like LED can estimate the I-V characteristics under AM 1.5 G spectrum. They continued their experiment by comparing the obtained I-V curve values with that of a Xenon solar simulator [17] . While the earlier experiments were conducted in a continuous light mode, Grischke et al. performed flash mode on solar panel using LED Flasher arrays (LFA) [16] .
Results were improved in array area and test plane area in subsequent experiments including all the available LED simulation modes i.e., continuous, flash and pulse [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Our experiment focused on two monocrystalline solar panels, a small test solar panel of 0.18W and a commercially used 20W solar panel. The array for test solar panel was 6.5×2.5 cm from a height of 1 cm and for larger solar panel it was 55×35 cm from a height of 15 cm. Several factors affect the efficiency of solar cells [23] . But these effects were less predominant in our experiment. The cell temperature didn't rise up above 25˚C, Tracking methods weren't needed, and the cell was already coated with antireflective coating to minimize reflection losses. But as our experiment was conducted in non STC conditions, the values were to be converted to STC conditions using IEC correction methods [24] .
II. EXPERIMENTATION
A small test solar panel of 0.18W with dimensions 65mm×40mm and a commercial 20W solar panel of dimensions 55cm×35mm were analyzed in the study. The LED flood light was illuminated in such a way that it clearly covers the length and breadth of the solar panels in separate experiments.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment Based on Wavelength on 0.18w Panel
The experimental setup is the same as in Fig. 1 . The LED flood light used in the experiment is capable of producing lights of 15 different wavelengths. Each of these lights are illuminated upon the small test solar panel. The Open circuit voltage, V oc and the short circuit current, I sc are noted down and tabulated as shown in Table I . On experimentation with monocrystalline solar panel, it became evident that the power produced with each visible wavelength on solar panel is not in concurrence with the energy pattern in visible region of electromagnetic spectrum. The variation in power obtained with varying wavelengths is plotted as a graph as shown in Fig. 3 . Panel Illuminated by LEDs. The theory of linear decrease of energy of a monochromatic light in the visible spectrum from violet to red doesn't hold well in case of monochromatic LED wavelengths. According to visible spectrum, violet has the maximum energy and the energy decreases gradually from violet to red. But the solar panel produced almost the same amount of energy from violet and red. Green produced the least energy for both 0.18W. The wavelength-power curve assumes a V shape.
B. Experiment Based on Time on 0.18w Solar Panel
The Open circuit voltage and short circuit current noted at every 5 minutes for 20 minutes with lights of wavelength violet, blue, green, yellow, orange and red and the values are tabulated. Table 2 shows the consolidated open circuit voltage values and short circuit current values. During the experiment, slight fluctuations in produced current and voltage has been observed. The consolidated values of current and voltage for each wavelength are depicted as graphs in Fig. 4 and During time based test, the LED illumination didn't produce much heat on solar panel. Red wavelength produced constant voltage throughout the experiment while green wavelength produced constant current throughout the experiment. The constancy of these two factors (current, voltage) is important in solar panel testing. These two wavelengths (green, red) may be developed for a better solar simulator than halogen solar simulators.
C. Irradiance Based Test on 0.18W Solar Panel
The values obtained from irradiance level based experiment are tabulated in Table. 3. Graphs are plotted for each wavelength as shown in Fig. 6 . Red wavelength Red wavelength produced constant voltage while green wavelength produced constant current throughout the experiment. Red wavelength outperformed violet in terms of power produced in this test. Blue was the most efficient in terms of power to irradiance ratio. The 475 nm wave produced a power of 4.9 mW at a low irradiance value of 92 W/m 2 . In irradiance based test on the solar panel, green and yellow wavelengths showed most linear relationship between irradiance and power. 
D. Experiment Based on Wavelength on 20W Solar Panel
The obtained I sc and V oc and the calculated power are given in Table 4 . The results obtained here were similar to the wavelength based test done earlier on the small solar panel. The results are plotted as a graph in Fig. 7 . Table 5 .
The consolidated values of current and voltage for each wavelength are depicted as graphs in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . 
F. Irradiance Based Test
The values obtained from irradiance level based experiment are tabulated in Table 6 . Graphs are plotted for each wavelength as shown in Fig. 10 . The pattern of values obtained was similar to that of irradiance test conducted on small test solar panel. Red wavelength outperformed violet in terms of power produced. table 7 and table 8 respectively.
IV. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
In future we plan to conduct more tests using the experimentally found out optimum wavelengths for solar panel testing purposes, i.e., Green and Red. More powerful LEDs of the above said colors will be used. The desired irradiance is of one sun intensity. We plan to find out cheaper methods for solar panel testing.
